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Market Cycle – Little Wobble 

Craig Basinger, CFA  

Most investors approach the asset allocation decision in what we would 

call the traditional approach.  Determine your long term objectives, 

liquidity needs and risk tolerance, then select an asset allocation that 

has historically been a good match for reaching those goals.  It is a great 

framework for the trade-off between risk and return.  Plus, this approach 

is easy to implement and maintenance is relatively hands free outside of 

updating objectives and the occasional rebalancing.  There are some 

shortcomings though; one of the more obvious is it does not take into 

account the market environment, economy, valuations, interest rates, 

etc.  Our proprietary Market Cycle framework is not designed to replace 

the traditional approach, but instead to help tweak those allocations to 

incorporate the current or upcoming market environment.  

There are many factors that constantly impact asset prices.  Some are 

short term, like single pieces of economic data and geopolitical shocks 

or changes in overall market sentiment.  History and many studies show 

that trying to time these proves fruitless.  However, other factors 

impacting the market are longer in nature such as the economy, 

aggregate fundamental company data or interest rates. Often these do 

not turn on a dime and can be used to get a better picture of where we 

are in the cycle and how we should be tilted.  

The Market Cycle 

The Market Cycle incorporates both the markets and the global 

economy, broken into five distinct phases (chart).  Each phase has 

certain characteristics that don’t necessarily always show up but are 

evident more often than not. The latest bear market that coincided with a 

recession occurred in 2008/09.  It is not simply the passage of time that 

has us believing we are in the Late Bull phase, there are a number of 

key characteristics as well.  Economic data continues to improve and 

some inflationary pressures are starting to emerge. Monetary policy is 

beginning to tighten or become less accommodative.  Valuations are 

elevated and leadership is narrowing as well.  The S&P 500 is up 18% 

over the past year, with the top 10 contributing companies accounting for 

a third of the advance (6%).  This includes Apple, Microsoft, 

Amazon.com, Bank of America, Facebook, JPMorgan, Alphabet, Nvidia, 
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J&J and Comcast. Late in bull markets, leadership tends to narrow as 

the leaders have grown into more meaningful index weight and drive the 

index.  A third of the overall index move being attributed to the top 10 is 

high for the S&P 500, but not alarm bell high.   A 6% lift for the index 

from the top 10 is the biggest contribution we have seen for some time. 

(top chart) 

Late Bull Still Running 

Given this framework and our assertion we are in the last phase before a 

bear begins, the question of when arises.  We have found there is no 

single indicator that reliably signals the coming of a bear. Instead, we 

use a basket of signals that have proven some efficacy in warning of a 

change. The 30 signals range from economic, valuations, interest rates 

and sentiment. Currently, 21 remain bullish and 9 are bearish.  This is 

encouraging as past bears have typically occurred when the number of 

bullish signals drops below 10. This bullish view is somewhat tempered 

by the fact that we have seen some deterioration compared to the past 

few months (2nd chart).    

The recent drop in bullish signals have included auto sales losing 

momentum, a drop in home sales and a number of commodity prices 

weakening.  The Fed raising interest rates, flattening of the yield curve 

and valuations round out the bearish signals.  Yet, most remain positive.  

This overall reading has us in the camp that the current bull is still 

healthy and has room to run.  But given the age, we do believe a more 

cautionary stance to be justified. 

Investment Implications 

Nobody can call market tops and bottoms.  While someone always 

happens to get the call right, doing so consistently or even getting two 

consecutive calls right has proven elusive. Instead, we recommend 

managing the turn gradually.  Given the age of the market bull and some 

softening of our bullish indicators, we opted to become more defensive 

in May.  In our Diversified Income portfolio (a balanced mandate), we 

have reduced our overweight in equity back to market weight or a more 

neutral stance. Plus our managed portfolios remain roughly market 

weight equity as well.   

The table below includes all our signals and whether each is bullish or 

bearish. 
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Market Cycle - Old but still healthy, active and vibrant

Bullish Bearish

Market Trender Current Rates Current Fundamentals Current

Canada Bullish Fed Funds Bearish Valuation Canada Bearish

U.S. Bullish Yield Curve Bullish Valuation US Bearish

Consumer Model Bullish Yield Curve Change Bearish Earnings Growth Bullish

Sales Growth Bullish

Margins Bullish

US Economy Current Global Economy Current

Leading Ind (3m) Bullish CRB Bearish

Leading Ind (6m) Bullish Oil Bearish

PMI Bullish Copper Bullish

PMI New Orders Bullish Baltic Freight Bearish

Cons Confidence Bullish KOSPI Bullish

Cars Bearish Emerging Mkts Bullish

Homes Bearish Global PMI Bullish

Credit Bullish

Chemical Activity Bullish

Rail Bullish

Energy Demand Bullish
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Charts are sourced to Bloomberg unless otherwise noted. 

 

This material is provided for general information and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities 

mentioned herein. Past performance may not be repeated. Every effort has been made to compile this material from reliable sources however no 

warranty can be made as to its accuracy or completeness. Before acting on any of the above, please seek individual financial advice based on your 

personal circumstances. However, neither the author nor Richardson GMP Limited makes any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, in 

respect thereof, or takes any responsibility for any errors or omissions which may be contained herein or accepts any liability whatsoever for any 

loss arising from any use or reliance on this report or its contents. Richardson GMP Limited is a member of Canadian Investor Protection Fund. 

Richardson is a trade-mark of James Richardson & Sons, Limited. GMP is a registered trade-mark of GMP Securities L.P. Both used under license 

by Richardson GMP Limited. 


